
Covered picnic table assembly
This table has heavy  parts and cannot be assembled by one person. We advise that a minimum of two
people are used for safe assembly.

Place the two bottom support legs on the floor as
shown

Take the table top  and position onto the support
legs with the table top spars on the outside of the
legs.

Secure the table top by screwing the three screws
through the table support on top of the legs.
Repeat this procedure with the other side.
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Take the corner supports and place the bolts
through the pre-drilled holes and secure with the
washers and nuts. Do not fully tighten the nuts
and this stage. Hand tight is enough.

Repeat this on all four corner supports.

Place the seat back into position and screw
through the seat back spar into the corner support.
The corner supports are marked as to the top of
the rear spar on the seat back. Repeat this on all
four corner supports.

Drop the seat into position and screw through the
seat spars into seat supports. Repeat this with the
other side.
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Hold the two roof sections together and screw
through the two angled centre supports. These
must be level when screwed together.

The roof support braces can now be screwed into
position, firstly through the middle crossbeam on
either side.

And then through the end beam into the support.
All  screw holes have been pre drilled.
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The roof can now be lifted into position  resting
on the support blocks on the top of each corner
support. Once in place the roof panel can be
screwed into each the corner supports as shown.

Once this has been done you can now tighten all
of the nuts on the bottom frames. When tight the
dome nuts can now be placed and tightened on
the end of each bolt. This is to prevent injury
from the bare end of the bolts.

Finally place the roof cover into place and secure
it with the turn buttons on either side.

Each picnic table has been assembled and then diss-assembled in our workshops .
All screw holes and bolt holes have been pre-drilled. This is to make sure that the
unit goes together correctly.
It is a heavy object and care must be taken with assembly
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